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Bright Toys Games with Buttons are a
collection of classic strategy board
games that have stood the test of time
and have been played in one form or
another for hundreds and even
thousands of years.
The
more
complicated
games are adapted for
younger children.
The games are produced in Bulgaria
entirely with Bulgarian materials. The
idea, design and concept have been
developed by our team.

We use sewing buttons in bright colours for pawns. The
buttons are produced by the only Bulgarian manufacturer
that is OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100 in this product
category.
For us, the button, with its perfection and simplicity, embodies the
essence of these games - games that have simple rules but are also
ingenious and therefore eternal, passed down from one generation to
the next through the centuries.
Board games are fun and laughter time with family and
friends, that provides numerous benefits for our children:
- they develop children’s logic and reasoning skills;
- they help kids practice essential cognitive skills, like
problem solving and developing strategies;
- they teach the importance of planning ahead, cause and effect (actions
and consequences); decision-making skills and how to achieve goals;
- they develop qualities like patience and determination, and improve
concentration and memory.
Chinese checkers and Halma
- they teach social skills.

Reversi
Surround your opponent's
buttons and flip them over to
your colour.
You win by having more
buttons of your colour on the
board at the end of the
game.

Age: 5-99
Players: 2

+Bonus!
2 additional
games:
Ming Mang –
abstract strategy
board game from
Tibet
Reversed Reversi

Made in EU
Made in BULGARIA

The game set consists of:
One 8x8 uncheckered board - a 4 piece puzzle - 23cm x 23cm
64 buttons, which are red on one side and blue on the other
A beautiful durable box for storage: diameter 16 cm, height
12.5 cm.
Easy instructions and examples in English and Bulgarian.

The objective of both games is to be
first to race all your buttons across
the board into the opposite corner. On
each turn, you can move a single button
to an adjacent position, or jump over
one or more other buttons in sequence.

+Bonus!
1 additional game:
Little Soldiers ludus
latrunculorum - an
ancient strategy
board game played
throughout the
Roman Empire

Age: 4-99
Players: 2, 3, 4 or 6

The game set consists of:
2 game boards - a 4-piece puzzle - 23cm x 23cm
10 red buttons, 10 blue buttons, 10 yellow buttons, 10 green buttons, 10
white buttons, 10 black buttons
A beautiful durable box for storage: diameter 16 cm, height 12.5 cm
Easy instructions and examples in English and Bulgarian.

Leapfrog is simple enough for younger
children to play. Any number of players
may participate.
All the buttons are laid out in the
beginning of the game covering the whole
board. You chose a button to hop over and
capture other buttons on the board. The
winner is the one who captures the most
buttons (for younger players) or obtains
the most points (each button colour gives
different number of points) when it's
impossible to capture anymore.

The game set consists of:
One 12x12 uncheckered board - a 4 piece puzzle - 23cm x 23cm
66 red buttons, 51 blue buttons, 21 green buttons, 6 yellow buttons
A beautiful durable box for storage - diameter 16 cm, height 12.5 cm.
Easy instructions and examples in English and Bulgarian.

Age: 3-99
Players: 2+

+Bonus! 3 additional games:
Halma 12x12
Little Soldiers - ludus
latrunculorum - an ancient
strategy board game played
throughout the Roman Empire
Petteia - an ancient Greek game

Age: 5-99
Players: 2
Nine Men's Morris and Gomoku (5 in a row)
The objective of the first game is to form 'mills'three of your buttons lined horizontally or vertically.
Mills allow you to remove an opponent's button from
the game. You win by reducing the opponent to two
buttons or by leaving them without a legal move.
In Gomoku the winner is the first player to form an
unbroken chain of five buttons horizontally,
vertically, or diagonally.
Age: 5-99
Players: 2

+Bonus!
2 additional games:
Konane - a traditional strategy
board game from Hawaii
Petteia - an ancient Greek game
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Go is an abstract strategy board game that dates back to more than 2500 years
ago. It is considered the oldest board game that is still played today. Go has
simple rules, but the game is very complex, even more complex than chess. It
has provided inspiration for mathematical research for decades and is still
considered a challenge in the field of artificial intelligence. The number of
alternatives to consider per move is enormous and that computational
complexity impeded the creation of a computer program that was a strong
player. Thus, the first victory of a computer program against a professional Go
player on a 19x19 board had not been achieved until 2016.
Go is typically played on the intersections of a grid of 19 lines by 19, but
beginners play on a 9х9 board. As our games are created for younger children,
we have chosen a 9x9 board.
Objective: Surround a larger total area of the board than your opponent.

The game set consists of:
2 game boards - a 4-piece puzzle - 23cm x 23cm
2 sets of 41 buttons in two different colours
A beautiful durable box for storage - diameter 16 cm,
height 12.5 cm
Easy instructions and examples in English and Bulgarian.

The game set consists of:
One board - a 9x9 grid - a 4-piece
puzzle - 23cm x 23cm.
2 sets of 41 buttons in two
different colours
A beautiful durable box for
storage - diameter 16 cm, height
12.5 cm.
Easy instructions and examples in
English and Bulgarian.
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